Briefcase
Briefcase

This large-capacity brief has a main compartment for books, binders and folders, as well as a laptop computer compartment. A front organizational pocket keeps your pens, cell phone, and electronic devices neat and handy. The padded, removable and adjustable shoulder strap and top handles provide comfort. A great way to make a great impression at a job interview.

Reminders:
- 14 day loan
- No Renewals
- $1.00 per day overdue fine
- The Briefcase must be returned to Thayer Public Library. Specifically, please bring it to the Main Circulation Desk.
- DO NOT PUT IN THE BOOK DROP

Contents (3 items):
- 1 Brief Case
- 1 Shoulder Strap
- Contents card

Replacement Costs:
- Briefcase: $39.99
- Shoulder Strap: $15.00